
Algebra   2    Unit   2  

Grade   Level:    11  
Unit   Name:     Functions:    Higher   Order   Polynomials  
Pacing:    6   weeks  

Power   Standards:   
A2.BF.A.3     Describes   the   effects   of   transformations  
algebraically   and   graphically,   creating   vertical   and  
horizontal   translations,   vertical   and   horizontal  
reflections   and   dilations   (expansions/compressions)  
for   linear,   quadratic,    cube ,   square   and   cube   root,  
absolute   value,     exponential,   and   logarithmic  
functions.    (DOK-3)  
A2.DS.A.2    Determine   whether   a   specified   model   is  
consistent   with   a   given   data   set.    (DOK-2)  
A2.IF.A.1      Identify   and   interpret   key   characteristics  
of   functions   represented   graphically,   with   tables,  
and   with   algebraic   symbolism   to   solve   problems.  
(DOK-3)  
A2.NQ.B.7     Know   and   apply   the   Fundamental  
Theorem   of   Algebra.    (DOK-2)  
 

Learning   Targets:  
➢ I   will   describe   the   effects   of   transformation  

algebraically   and   graphically   for   cubic  
functions.  

➢ I   will   describe   the   effects   of   transformation   s  
algebraically  

➢ I   will   determine   whether   a   specified   model   is  
consistent   with   a   given   data   set.  

➢ I   will   identify   and   interpret   characteristics   of   a  
function.  

➢ I   will   identify   a   function   given   data   represent   in  
a   graph   or   table.  

➢ I   will   know   the   fundamental   theorem   of   algebra.  
➢ I   will   apply   the   fundamental   theorem   of   algebra.  
 
 
 

Supporting   Standards:   
A2.APR.A.1    -   Extend   the   knowledge   of   factoring   to  
include   factors   with   complex   coefficients.  
A2.APR.A.2    -   Understand   the   Remainder   Theorem  
and   use   it   to   solve   problems.  
A2.APR.A.5    -   Identify   zeros   of   polynomials   when  
suitable   factorizations   are   available,   and   use   the  
zeros   to   sketch   the   function   defined   by   the  
polynomial.  
A2.BF.A.1    -   Create   new   functions   by   applying   the  
four   arithmetic   operations   and   composition   of  
functions   (modifying   the   domain   and   range   as  
necessary).  
A2.BF.A.2    -   Derive   inverses   of   functions,   and  
compose   the   inverse   with   the   original   function   to  
show   that   the   functions   are   inverses.  
A2.IF.A.2    -   Translate   between   equivalent   forms   of  
functions.  
A2.NQ.B.7    -    Know   and   apply   the   Fundamental  
Theorem   of   Algebra.  
A2.REI.A.1    -   Create   and   solve   equations   and  
inequalities,   including   those   that   involve   absolute  
value.  
 
 

Big   Ideas:   
 
Complex   real-word   applications   such   as  
weather   patterns,   financial   trends,   and  
detailed   cost   analysis,   require   more  
complex   functions   to   model   the   behaviors.  
 
 

Essential   Unit   Questions:  
 
How   do   you   use   sets   of   complex   data   to  
make   predictions   about   the   future?  
 
 

Vocabulary:  
Polynomial,   polynomial   function,   end   behavior,  
Pascal’s   Triangle,   polynomial   long   division,  
synthetic   division,   factor   by   grouping,   quadratic  
form,   repeated   solution,   multiplicity,   local   minimum,  
finite   differences,   complex   conjugates,   even  
function,   local   maximum,   odd   function,   cubic  
function,   degree   of   a   polynomial,   monomial,  
binomial,   trinomial,   irreducible   factor,   Remainder  
Theorem,   Factor   Theorem,   root,   Rational   Root  



(Zero)   Theorem,   multiplicity,   Irrational   Root  
Theorem,   Complex   Conjugate   Root   Theorem  
 
 
 

 

 


